
Installation Spotlight

Canada House 
Pompano Beach, Florida 

Introduction 

Situated in sunny Pompano Beach, Florida and offering stunning views 

of the Atlantic Ocean, the Canada House timeshare resort enjoys a highly 

desirable location. Until recently, however, the property frequently suffered 

from common guest Internet issues, such as weak connections and poor 

reception to many of its rooms, due to the use of an outdated network 

and obsolete equipment. With timeshare owners often staying weeks at a time, many expressed frustration 

over the lack of connectivity offered by the existing Wi-Fi network, 

which was not designed to effectively handle the bandwidth needs 

of today’s guests, who tend to carry multiple devices when traveling. 

Exacerbating the situation was the fact that the main building of the 

resort was constructed with thick concrete walls, which were difficult 

to carry a signal through. When the lack of connectivity began to take a 

toll on guest satisfaction levels and property reputation, Canada House 

management began searching for an effective remedy to modernizing 

the Wi-Fi network.
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Challenge

Updating Canada House’s Wi-Fi service to ensure that 

all guests throughout the resort are able to receive a 

strong signal, regardless of location, thickness of walls 

or type of device used. 

With the resort’s thick, concrete walls being an 

unchangeable aspect of the property, Canada House’s 

owners had no choice but to simply find a way to 

ensure that Wi-Fi signals could effectively penetrate 

through them. Canada House also sought out an updated solution that would allow it to cost-effectively cater to 

guests bringing multiple devices that required more robust Wi-Fi access points to connect efficiently. With that in 

mind, the primary motivation for the Internet project was the desire to improve guest satisfaction, knowing that a 

majority of today’s guests consider functioning Internet to be as critical as running water, and that they take that into 

consideration when making a reservation decision. To fully remedy Canada House’s issues, HIS implemented its 

Wi-Fi service with a Zebra VSDL solution, using the resort’s existing phone lines, allowing guests to finally enjoy a 

seamless Internet streaming experience in all rooms, as well as the lobby and swimming pool area. 

“With our guests staying weeks at a time in a timeshare scenario, the issue of weak Internet connectivity previously 

served as a significant source of dissatisfaction, since many guests still need to conduct business online while on 

vacation,” said Denise Luhman, Resort Manager at Canada House. “Since implementing the updated Wi-Fi solution 

from HIS, our resort has experienced nothing but extreme praise regarding the quality of our new Internet service. 

Even more impressive is the fact that such compliments are completely unsolicited. Many guests actually seek me out 

to remark on how much of an improvement they have found with our service on their current stay.” 

To guarantee continued guest satisfaction, Canada House also benefits from 24-hour 

Wi-Fi system health monitoring from HIS that ensures network equipment, such 

as access points, switches, modems, gateways and bandwidth lines remain fully 

operational at all times. Should an equipment issue or drop in bandwidth develop, HIS 

is able to quickly administer a remedy before a significant drop in customer 

satisfaction occurs.
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Project Requirements 
• Replace outdated network with modern equipment that 

can transmit a strong Wi-Fi signal to all resort rooms and 
areas

• Ensure that upgraded network is able to handle multiple 
devices brought by guests without experiencing a drop in 
connectivity quality

• Eliminate virtually all guest troubleshooting complaints 
and safeguard resort reputation

• Provide 24-hour monitoring of Wi-Fi signal quality in order 
to administer quick remedies to sudden issues 

Solution
• Implementing state-of-the-art Wi-Fi service by HIS in conjunction with a Zebra VSDL solution  

using resort phone lines

• Implementing two Zebra T5 power broadband switches

• Securing 29 ZebraT5 11N Wallplate APs around the property 

Benefits
• Strong Wi-Fi signal throughout all resort areas

• Effective and reliable service for all guest devices 

• Elimination of guest Wi-Fi complaints and sudden rise in the number of unsolicited praise for  
service quality 


